Spirit of Perversion

The spirit of perversion is deposited, picked up through everyday activities or it can be generational. Deposit: The spirit of perversion can and has been deposited in most cases through the many forms of sexual abuse including, but not limited to forced rape, child molestation, sexual battery, etc. Everyday: This spirit can attach itself to it's host through pornography, bad association, and other forms of demonic media. Find yourself feeling aroused in someone's presence each an every time they come around? Either you have that spirit or they may have it and it is attempting to attach itself to you. Generational: When a parent is undelivered from this spirit, a generational curse is present and this spirit is birthed in their offspring.
Generally, individuals infected with the spirit of perversion are what some may refer to as perverts and some appear to be everyday functioning members of society. There are the obvious cases and the not so obvious ones. *Rapists, homosexuals, pedophiles, those that practice beastiality, etc.* are all victims of this spirit and are the obvious cases. But, what about the not so obvious ones. They include the clergyman that has an insatiable appetite, the husband or wife that can only find satisfaction through illicit sex acts such as *swinging,* those addicted to *self gratification,* and yes, those that are *addicted to sex.* Those addicted to sex can be faithful or promiscuous, however, their flesh burns with such an unquenchable fire that they attempt to extinguish by submitting to it's will. Make no mistake about it, this spirit is more common than any other spirit in existence.

Those that own adult stores could write a book about the renown figures, ministers and seemingly innocent characters that frequent their store. That is because little education is given about this spirit. Most infected with it think that they have an abnormally high drive, when in reality, they are in need of deliverance. So many believe that because they are in ministry, they are not in need of any deliverance or too ashamed to ask for it. Others think that because they are baptized, they are automatically delivered from it. But, once they find themselves 'burning with desire,' they either submit to
an ungodly act, seek counseling, or cry out to God for deliverance.